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About This Content

Ice may not have the same durability as a class like Earth but he is even more devastating at close range and underestimating
him would be a mistake. Ice is basically a disabling damage dealer. Nearly all of his spells will slow enemy movement but his
spells also leave him more vulnerable. Generally, he will be best at the frontlines where his disables can be paired with other

classes high damage to quickly bring down vulnerable or over extended targets.

Ice excels at close ranged disabling area damage. His passive spell causes his spells to not only slow any enemies hit but also
freeze part of the target adding a token of ice. Once the target has been frozen five times the ice shatters causing extra damage.
An Ice mage in the middle of an enemy group might die but in the process, he can slow down the entire group causing them to

be a prime target for his teammates.

Unique Passive Spell: Chilling Grasp – Collects ice on your opponent with every attack after being frozen five times the ice
will shatter causing small damage.

Starting Spells

Primary: Ice Lance - Cast a lance of ice that instantly deals 12 - 15 damage.
Secondary: Ice Spikes - Launch three ice spikes which deal 10 - 15 damage in a small radius and slows any enemies hit. This

spell can be charged for 2s to combine the three spikes into one more powerful spike increasing its damage and speed.
Utility: Permafrost - Summon a frigid ball of ice which explodes freezing the targeted area and dealing 6 - 7 slowing damage

every 0.5s in a large area for 5s.
Ultimate: Blizzard - Summon a freezing blizzard that surrounds the caster dealing 5 - 6 slowing damage every 0.5s for 8s.
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